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The AGV drives to and from the load on wheels…

Air Conditioners Moved
on Air and Wheels
Aermec, the Italian manufacturer of air conditioning equipment,
was founded in 1962. As early as, 1963, the Aermec brand was
created, and today it represents both the products and the
company. The company is a leader in its industry, and
manufactures about 300 products for home,
Þceofand industrial
customers. Manufacture is concentrated in Bevilacqua near
Verona, northern Italy.

High degree of automation
Aermec invest heavily in product development and in state-ofthe-art manufacturing methods, and two air bearing based
Solving Movers are already in use. The process of manufacture
is highly automated, and to move manufactured air conditioning
units between different assembly stations, testingÞand
nally to
despatch, a laser guided Solving AGV (Automated Guided
Vehicle) Mover, that is both air bearing and wheel based, has
been installed. The AGV has a capacity of 2.1 tonnes, and is
equipped with forks to move the different units, each placed on
its own movable assembly platform.

Air bearings lift the load
When an operator is ready with a unit, he pushes a button,
which activates the AGV. The empty Mover drives on wheels,
but when it is about to lift the unit, it transfers to air bearings.
These air bearings, supplied with air from a Movair overhead
air supply system, lift the Mover off theßoor and at the same
time the assembly platform is lifted Then the air conditioning
unit is transported on air bearings to an unoccupied place at the
next assembly station. To Þnd an unoccupied position, the
Mover communicates with a high-level control system via a
radio link.
exible system that provides opportunities

A Unique Paper Reel and Core
Handling System
At the world’s northernmost papermill, Stora
Enso’s Veitsiluoto Mill in Kemi, Finland, reels
and cores are automatically handled using
two Solving AGV Movers. The AGVs collect
and deliver reels for the sheet cutter and also
remove and transport empty cores. The

system is the ?rst of its kind in the world, and
can be monitored from the same location as
the rest of the system, including the sheet
cutter, the reel handling system and the
wrapping lines.
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The AGV has a steerable drive wheel and guide wheels in both
forks, and it can drive forward, backward, in curves or rotate
around its own centre. This provides the customer with a
ßexible handling system between the assembly stations and in
the narrow aisles in the production hall.
The Solving AGV also provides Aermec with an advanced
system that is easy to use and very ßexible. The units are
transported safely and with care, and since there areÞno
xed
installations, it is easy to make changes to the layout if needed.
With this modern, ef Þcient and ßexible handling system,
Aermec can continue developing their products and
manufacturing process, and at the same time maintain high
product quality.

Airbus A380 Wings Fly, 2 Years Early!
… When it is about to lift the load, it transfers to air bearings to lift the load
from the ?oor

Imagine a two-storey plane standing 24m high, over
70m long and almost 80m wide. It’s sitting at the end
of the runway, weighing over 500 tonnes, with 555
passengers on board, ready to y? up to 15,000 km. Four

enormous engines are ready to launch the Airbus
A380, the world’s largest passenger plane, on its
maiden ? ight, yet it’s the most fuel-ef?cient aircraft
ever conc e ived. Page
2
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New Orders
Nedtrain, the Netherlands
The train repairing workshop Nedtrain
Refurbisment & Overhaul Hlm has
ordered two pairs of air bearing based
Solving Movers for moving train
carriages in their production facilities
in Haarlem, the Netherlands. The
lifting capacity of the complete
system, consisting of two radiocontrolled Solving Movers, is 80
tonnes. The equipment will be
delivered and commissioned at the
beginning of next year.

Hydro Aluminium, Germany

The 40m long wing, seen here from the side, lies on the radio-controlled Solving Platform Mover

Airbus A380 wings ?y, 2 years early!

Hydro Aluminium will take delivery of
a heavy duty wheel-based Solving
AGV
Mover
for
transporting
aluminium coils between a production
hall and a wrapping hall. The fully
automated equipment will be used 24
hours a day, partly outdoors, and the
load, weighing 15 tonnes, will be
protected with a weatherproof
covering.

Metso Minerals, Finland
Metso Minerals has ordered air

assembly area though inspection and Precision and safety
maintenance, and provides Airbus with bearing based Solving Movers with a
into the paint plant. The original The ‘raft ' built by Morsons contains a solid, stable measuring raft when the lifting capacity of 50 tonnes to move
their Lokotrack Crushers along the
scheme comprised a wheeled Mover eight Solving modules, two electrical air bearings are de
ßated (unlike a
assembly line in the production hall.
running on rails in the ßoor. With the drives and an optical guidance system.wheeled platform which requires a
combined weight of the raft and wing An onboard control centre receivesbraking system to avoid movement).
Volvo, Sweden
expected to be around 80 tonnes, this instructions from the operator
's handVolvo Lastvagnar in Gothenburg,
method was going to impose high pointheld radio control console, and three Airbus Tooling Engineer, Alan
loadings on the concrete ßoor, and further radio-controlled e-stops are heldMinshull, is pleased with the Sweden is extending their cooperation
with Solving and has ordered
would have created obstructions toby lookouts, stationed at each end of development: “Solving and Morsons
customised docking stations for their
personnel and other traf
Þc. An air-Þlm the wing. The optical guidance system have worked with Airbus as a team to
new production line for heavy trucks.
Mover concept, which spreads the loadensures extreme accuracy is maintained
ensure all our requirements are fully
evenly over large ‘air bearings' was throughout the transport process, and aunderstood and appreciated. The largest
considered, and Solving was brought inmanual override is available should thecommercial wings in the world are now Thiess/Arup, Australia
Measuring 40metres long and weighingto develop the idea further.
raft be required to move to other areas.able toßy before they are even attached Radiation shield doors weighing up to
40 tonnes will be handled with
to an aircraft!”
almost 40 tonnes, these are actually the
Solving’s air ? lm technology at an
largest wings ever manufactured for In co-operation with Morson Projects, The ßoor on which the Mover operates
electron acceleration facility in
any civil aircraft.
experts familiar with wing handling,
is entirely clear of any obstructions, and
Victoria, Australia. The project has
Solving supplied an air Þlm Mover
the option is available to drive or rotate
been placed by Thiess Pty Ltd, who is
How can the wing be moved?
system to enable a single operator to the Mover in any direction if required.
the head contractor in the project. The
At the new custom-built A380 wing
manoeuvre the wing ‘sideways
' from Apart from the low ßoor loadings, the
end
customer
is
Australian
facility Airbus was faced with the task one stage to another with extremeSolving device is easy to operate, quiet
Synchrotron
Project,
and
the
equipment will be used for advanced
of moving these giant wings from the accuracy and safety.
and user-friendly. It requires little

You’ll have to wait until 2006 to
see this extraordinary plane
enter service, but each of the
wings destined for the ?rst batch
of aircraft has already ‘?own’ on
Solving Movers at the Airbus
factory in Broughton, England.
This factory has produced many
of the wings for Airbus’s family
of aircraft, and the A380 wing is
their largest.

research and development.

Metro-trains Both Floating and Rolling!
At the state owned ZELW – Zhuzhou Transfers to rails
Electric Locomotive Works – in the When the cars are to be moved over
town Zhuzhou in central China, about the maintenance pit, the air
Þlm based
10 000 employees develop andMover transfers from air bearings onto
manufacture electrical metro trains, wheels and rolls over the pit – so it
including locomotives, metro cars etc.runs on rails! To enable the transfer
The company has built an entirely newbetween ßoor and rails, the Mover is
plant equipped with European equipped with pneumatically raised
technology, including one Solving adjustable rail wheels. All the
Mover for moving cars and two functions of the Mover are taken care
Solving
Movers
for
handling of by a programmable logic which is
components.
ÞÞ tted on the Mover.

Optical guidance

Solving Italia
10 years

Handling of components

The rst Mover consists of two parts For handling components to the cars, With hydraulic lifting tables components are lifted up to the train for assembly
and drives in under racks placed below
two air Þlm based Solving Movers
the front and rear parts of the car. Thewith integral lifting tables are used.
distance between these racks can vary
The larger one, with a three-tonne
from 5 to 30 metres. The air supply is capacity, is equipped with drive
routed through built-in hose reels in wheels while the smaller one, with a
both units.
one-tonne capacity, is manually
The Mover is manoeuvred from a controlled. Both these Movers are
radio control unit and when it moves supplied with compressed air from
between different stations, it follows ahose reels that are placed next to the
painted line in the ßoor. The optical control cabinet. Using the lifting
guidance method is very precise,tables, the components can be lifted
which is a great advantage when the and attached to the cars, after precars are to be accurately transported assembly.
to, and positioned at, the different
In this state-of-the-art technology
assembly stations that resembleplant about 350 car bodies and other
narrow parking spaces.
components will be manufactured
every year, and they will all be moved
with modern, safe, ßexible and The Mover, ?oating on air bearings, optically follows the painted line in the ?oor until it reaches
the rails, then it transfers to wheels
efÞ cient Solving Movers.

Solving Italia was founded in 1994 to
primarily handle the sales of Solving
products in Italy. The company has
been successfully run from the start
by Managing Director Markku
Mertanen. He has during the recent
years built up an organisation that
today consists of some 10 people,
with focus on marketing, sales,
project handling, start ups and after
sales. Apart from Solving’s range of
products, the company’s poftfolio
today includes products from other
Finnish companies.
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A Unique Paper Reel and Core Handling System
Stora Enso’s Veitsiluoto mill in
Kemi, Finland, is the fourth
largest paper and cardboard
manufacturerer in Europe. With
1500 employees at the facility,
of? ce paper, coated mechanical
paper and saw products are
manufactured and shipped to the
largest harbours in Europe all
year around from the mill’s
integrated quayside.

equipped withÞxed, chargable NiCADbatteries that are automatically charged
at Þxed locations after every change of
reels. The AGVs simply drive over the
charge plates that are cast into ß
the
oor
and stay there for charging until the
next driving order is received.
The drive wheel is combined with a
steering unit and support wheels are
placed in the lower, Þxed forks. The
load handling forks move up and down
pneumatically to lift and transport the
reels safely. The AGV Mover used for
In 2003 Stora Enso installed a modernhandling cores can also move sideways,
production line for small sheets at
to handle cores of different sizes.
Veitsiluoto mill in Kemi. The sheet
cutter demands a rapid materialßow, Advanced control system
requiring reels to be inserted and coresThe AGVs are controlled from a PCto be removed quickly and efÞciently. based system, incorporating the
To manage this material ßow, Stora software needed to instruct the AGVs
Enso chose to install an automatic,
and to give them driving sequences.
wheel based Solving AGV Mover This computer communicates with the
system.
sheet cutter via Pro Þbus: when the
sheet cutter notices that it is about to
Automatic function
run out of paper, it sends a signal to the
Since the manufacturing process atPC-based control system which then
paper mills almost never stops, the
activates the AGVs by sending a signal
AGVs are designed for continuous use,using a radio connection. When the
24 hours a day and 7 days a week.
AGVs are activated, they remove the
Paper reels are automatically fed to the different stations of the sheet cutter
Together they serve 16 stations at the empty cores and take them away, and
sheet cutter .
also collect and deliver new paper
Two different loads are handled:
reels.
the AGV sides, which provide safety state-of-the-art
data
transmissionadditional equipment. He also says that
paper reels and empty cores. One of the The navigation system is based on for personnel when driving around channels. It is also the only unmannedthe working safety and ergonomics
AGVs collects 3 tonnes paper reels inductive guidance via a wire laid in thecorners; audible signals and caution core-collection AGV in Finland, have been signiÞcantly improved the
from a ßoor level transporter and ßoor, which the AGVs follow to Þnd lights, and an emergency stop button, possibly the only one in a paper mill new core handling equipment, since the
delivers them to the sheet cutter. During
the right destination. The AGVs can are alsoÞtted to the AGVs. One of the anywhere.
cores previously were handled
one day, it will handle approximately also be activated manually via the mainareas where the AGVs are used is also
manually, and that the integration of the
350 tonnes of paper or 115 paper reels!operator panel on the sheet cutter, bothscreened off with light curtains – when A functioning, ef?cient system
control with the head panel at the sheet
When the sheet cutter has cut the paper
for removing cores and for delivering the light curtain is broken the AGV
The AGVs were developed through
cutter has simpliÞed the job for the
to the required number of sheets and the
new paper reels.
stops, and it won
' t start again until the intensive co-operation with the personnel.
paper reel is empty, the second Mover
area is safe.
customer and the sheet cutter machine
collects the empty core and takes it to Safety
supplier, and the result has proved to be
Unique characteristics
the core handling facilities.
To avoid injuries and collisions, the
a satisfying success for the customer.
AGVs are equipped to the latest safetyBecause the whole system, including
According to Lauri Pirnes, chief of
Design
standards. For example, mechanicalthe sheet cutter, wrapping lines and the sheet cutter department, an
The wheel based AGVs consist of a bumpers areÞtted front and rear, which AGVs, can be monitored from a single additional capacity of 120 000 tonnes/
rigid steel construction and are driven stop the AGV whenever an objectlocation on the sheet cutter, it is unique,year will be achieved with the total
by a 48 VDC electrical motor. They aremakes contact. Photo cells are
Þtted on and these components are linked usinginvestment in the sheet cutter and

High-Capacity, Pedestrian-Controlled Pallet Customisation Results in
Trucks – an Eagerly-Awaited Development New & Ef?cient Products
Product development is key within all
businesses. To be a successful supplier,
the starting point has to be the
customer’s needs. Solving has over 25
years
experience
of
providing
customised systems and it follows that
we therefore create constant product
development.

In the paper industry, printing
houses and workshops, there
has always been a need for a
simple and reliable highcapacity, pallet and paperhandling, pedestrian-controlled
electric truck. With weights of
up to 10 tonnes, these loads are
usually moved relatively short
distances.
The pallet truck is easily manoeuvred and controlled from the steering arm at the end of the truck.

To meet these needs, Solving has
developed a series of heavy-dutyA solution for the paper industry A cost ef?cient solution
wheel based pedestrian-controlledOne of the Þrst of these new Solving Solving's trucks improve ergonomics
electric pallet trucks. These pallettrucks was delivered to Stora Enso
's because personnel no longer need to
trucks are manoeuvred and controlledpaper mill in Hamina, Finland, for
carry out heavy moves by hand, and a
from a tiller placed at the end of the handling reels of paper. This truck, tight turning circle provides superior
truck. The trucks have a robustwith a 6-tonne load capacity, is manoeuvrability. And one of the most
construction able to withstand heavy exceptionally manoeuvrable and can signiÞcant advantages is the price – the
industrial use, whilst still being rotate within its own length. Þ
Innitely heavy-duty
pedestrian-controlled
relatively lightweight. They are also variable speed control further increases
pallet truck is a signi
Þcantly more cost
smaller and signi
Þcantly cheaper than its ßexibility. The truck is easy to use efÞ cient solution than the alternatives.
alternative heavy load handling and is equipped with maintenance-free
devices, and customised interfacebatteries and integral chargers. The
structures ensure each truck ishydraulic forks are customised to suit
designed speci
Þcally to suit the Stora Enso
' s reel sizes and can handle
customer' s needs.
diameters from 750 to 1500 mm.

One example of customisation is our
new product family that consists of high
capacity, wheel based pedestriancontrolled pallet trucks. This range
meets a need that until now not has
been ful? lled. The result is, like all good
solutions, both simple and costef? cient.
Our core competence for many years
has been air ? lm technology, but with
our new pedestrian-controlled pallet
trucks we have taken a step into the
world of wheels. This provides us with
unique possibilities to adopt new
technical solutions to satisfy our
customers’ needs. Solving’s air and
wheel-based Mover is a unique and
ef? cient combination that has been
successfully used in several projects.

demands on reliability, ef? ciency and
ergonomics. Even when full automation
is not necessary or even possible, parts
of the production can still be automated,
or perhaps easy-to-use manual or
remote-controlled systems can be
installed. Solving Movers will meet these
demands. Our experienced after sales
organisation is always available – ready
to make the customer’s handling
processes safe, reliable and ef? cient.

Increased automation

We at Solving hope you ? nd these
articles of interest, and look forward to
hearing from you soon!

Automation within material handling is
increasing, and this leads to increased

Peter Björk, CEO
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Volvo Choses Solving – Again!
Volvo's trucks are at the moment sold in and it is better to drive on wheels when
more than 130 countries. In 2003, Volvo the concrete surface is snowy and icy.
sold 75 312 trucks, and more than 95 %
of them are in the heavy weight league The new Mover is equipped with
(over 16 tonnes). This makes Volvohydraulic drive wheels that provide more
Trucks the world
' s third largest power than the old pneumatic ones, and
manufacturer of heavy-duty trucks. In thethe Mover's lifting equipment is also
Tuve plant in Gothenburg, Sweden, four hydraulic. When the Mover collects the
different models are being assembled, the
steel coils from outside, one at a time, it
FM and the FH models.
lifts the load hydraulically, and transports
it to a temporary storage for
The Tuve plant is responsible for the
acclimatisation. When the coils have
manufacture of frame beams to several of
reached the right temperature after a few
Volvo's assembly plants, and these are hours, they are transported into the
manufactured in an almost fully production hall, lifted hydraulically and
automated line. For transporting steel fed into a coiler in the production line
coils to the frame beam line Volvo has
chosen to install a Solving Coil Mover, The Mover is controlled using hydraulic
just as they did in 1991
valves in the handlebar. The advantage
with this technology is that the Mover
can collect and position the coils in the Steel coils, weighing up to 10 tonnes, are ?exibly transported with the Solving Coil Mover
Both air and wheel based
narrow temporary storage with freedom
The new Mover, with a capacity of 10 and ßexibility. The Mover can also rotate
tonnes, is both air bearing and wheel around its own centre and drive in curvesEf?
Solving Coil Mover, it was therefore
based, unlike the previous one, which to maximise the use of the available
With Solving's customized Coil Mover, natural for Volvo to turn to Solving when
only was air bearing based. This dual space. Another advantage is that the CoilVolvo can efÞciently and reliably they needed new handling equipment.
mode is an advantage particularly in
Mover can easily be adapted if Volvo guarantee that raw material is fed on
winter, since the steel coils have to be chooses to change the layout of the
demand into its production of frame
collected from an outdoor concrete area,plant.
cient and reliable
beams. After 12 years use of the old

From Ice-hockey Stadium to Concert Hall

A large amount of glass sheets can be safely
moved with the stable radio-controlled
Mover

Floating Float
Glass

The 2004 world championships in
ice hockey took place in one of the
world’s most modern arenas, the
Sazka Arena in Prague, Czech
Republic. Sazka Arena is a
multipurpose building with a
35.000 m2 ? oor space built
especially for the world
championships, and it can hold as
many as 18,000 visitors.
Complete air bearing system

Ab Solving Oy
PO Box 98
FIN-68601 PIETARSAARI
Finland
Tel +358 (06) 781 7500
Fax +358 (06) 781 7510
info@solving.Þ
www.solving.Þ

Solving Sweden AB
Energigatan 3A, SE-721 37
VÄSTERÅS, Sweden
Tel +46 21 81 10 95
Fax +46 21 81 10 66
solving.sweden@
mbox317.swipnet.se

Solving Transportsystemer A/S
Hauger Skolevei 16,
Postboks 152
N-1351 RUD, Norway
Tel +47 67 13 00 55
Fax +47 67 13 88 48
so-tran@online.no

Solving Ltd
PO Box 88, Crowborough,
TN6 3WF, UK
Tel +44 1892 66 91 91
Fax +44 1892 66 70 80
sales@solving.co.uk
www.solving.co.uk

Solving Italia S.r.l.
via alle Zappe 13, I-28040
LESA (NO), Italy
Tel +39 0322 765 76
Fax +39 0322 767 75
solving@solvingitalia.com
www.solvingitalia.com

Solving Deutschland GmbH
Postfach 1307, D-30929
BURGWEDEL, Germany
Tel +49 5139 6443
Fax +49 5139 3111
solving@t-online.de
www.solving-gmbh.de

Solving Danmark
Torvestræde 3. 1. Lejl. 9
DK-4720 PRÆSTØ,
Denmark
Tel +45 70 25 01 31
Fax +45 55 99 30 11
preben-a@petersen.tdcadsl.dk

LKS AG
Althofstraße 1
CH-5432 NEUENHOF,
Switzerland
Tel +41 56 406 65 86
Fax +41 56 406 29 30
info@lks.ch
www.lks.ch

The Sazka Arena is also used for
exhibitions, fairs and concerts. ForThe ultra modern multipurpose hall is used for sports events, fairs and concerts
concerts, Gradior group has built two
I.M.S.
Can you imagine warm liquid glass
stages that can be moved onto the ice. Simple, fast and safe solution
distributed over a large surface area Zone Industrielle,
ßoating on molten metal? During this The scenery is normally kept under the The main advantage with using an air which means that the ice remains intact. Rue Saint Gilles
F-28800 BONNEVAL,
process, a bottom surface is formed galleries, and moved onto the ice using Þlm system in this case is that it is a
France
that is absolutely smooth and level.
an air bearing system delivered bysimple, fast and safe solution. TheAccording to Dagmar Kellerova at Tel +33 2 37 47 78 10
Fax +33 2 37 47 78 09
The result is a surface with
Þre Þnished
Solving. The system includes air movement of scenery, weighing 11Gradior Group, the air Þlm system has
imsmanut@wanadoo.fr
brilliance – simply the Þnest sheet
compressors, an air supply system and tonnes each, onto the ice can beproved to be a success, and the customer www.imsmanut.com
glass you can produce. The product is carpets that are put onto the ice when performed by two people in about 10
is very satisÞed. This successful solution American Solving Inc.
called Float Glass and is manufacturedmoving the scenery.
minutes! The scenery can also be freely can be adapted for use in other similar
6511 Eastland Plaza,
Brook Park,
at the glassworks of Manfredonia Vetro
positioned in any direction. The weight isarenas.
OHIO 44142, USA
in Monte Sant Angelo in Italy. Every
Tel +1 440 234 7373
Fax +1 440 234 9112
day, about 600 tonnes of Float Glass is
solvinginc@aol.com
manufactured in sheets with a thickness
www.solvinginc.com
of 2 to 12 mm.
Run High Enterprise Co.,Ltd

Safely from Painting to Assembly

A stable moving platform

9F-5, 102, Sec. 5,

The Finnish company Ab Närko Oy
precisely positioned under conveyor Nanking E. Rd.
TAIPEI 105, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Understandably this results in a large manufactures trailers and coach bodies
wagons and the frame is lowered onto
Tel +886 2 276 297 78
amount of glass sheets that need and has recently taken delivery of a radio
the Mover. Movement then takes place
Fax +886 2 276 291 45
runhigh@seed.net.tw
handling between the production controlled, air Þlm based Solving
with the aid of integral drive units and a
processes, between cutting, storing Platform Mover for moving frames from
remote control. The unloading of the
SOLVING DO BRASIL
and in and out of the autoclave. The the painting line to one of the assembly
Mover is also performed very accurately Repres. Exclusivo Brasil e América Latina
glass sheets are placed on trestles andstations.
since airÞlm technology enables precise Fone/Fax: +55 19 3829 1336
www.solvingdobrasil.com.br
are moved with a radio controlled
positioning. This makes it safe working
vendas@solvingdobrasil.com.br
Solving Platform Mover. The Mover
with the frames, an important issue
is equipped with 12 air bearings and Flexibility
when considering that a frame can be
can move loads weighing up to 60
In the painting facility, frames are
2.5 m wide, 15 m long and weigh up to
tonnes. It has two steerable drive moved
using
conveyor
wagons
six tonnes.
wheels that make it possible to move suspended from the ceiling to the Þve
Ul. Wólczyñska 206
loads in all directions and also to
end stations. The Solving air
Þlm Mover
01-919 Warszawa, Poland
Safety
Tel. +48 22 569 51 90,
position the glass precisely at the
then picks them up for transportation to The frame is positioned precisely with the aid of
Fax +48 22 817 95 17
cutting machine. The Mover is narrow one of the three possible assemblythe integral lifting table
Movement takes place in a safe and
polsver@pol.pl
www.polsver-maszyny.com.pl
and low proÞle, which is necessary
controlled manner since the frame lays
stations chosen by the operator. This
when moving the load into the ensures that ßexible production is Precision
securely on the Mover. The operator can IDQ, S.A. P.E. INBISA I, E-6
autoclave.
achieved, which is a great advantage forThe air Þlm Mover has a capacity of six freely walk around the Mover during
Avda. del Moncayo s/n
The Mover is manoeuvred with aid the customer. The Mover does not need tonnes and is equipped with a lifting
handling and control it from the portable 28709 S.S. de los Reyes
(Madrid) Spain
of a radio control, and the operator
any Þxed installations, which means that table, to enable it to pick up and positionremote control, which also improves Tel +34 916 591 901
can then freely walk around the load the rest of the production remainsthe frames precisely at different heights. safety. As a result of these features, the Fax +34 916 519 532
e-mail: idqsa@idqsa.net
during movement to ensure the undisturbed.
Þcient.
ef
When the Mover picks up a frame, it is Mover is easy to use, safe and
www.idqsa.net
movement path is clear.

